Unisto Translex M
Elegant and practical

Translex M is brilliant in water-clear transparent material and is available with a wide choice of fastening options. Transline is light-weight and offers a host of full surface design options both on the transparent surface and on the card insert you can create and print yourself. The card insert in white, gold or silver can be exchanged within seconds making Translex M an exceptionally adaptable name badge.
Unisto Translex M

Product description
- Transparent name badge, labels are inserted through a slot on the side
- Suitable for large logos or advertising slogans in one or multicolour
- White name label can be exchanged within seconds

Dimensions
- Badge size: 68,5 mm x 34 mm
- Window size: 68 mm x 32 mm
- Label size: 67 mm x 31,9 mm

Accessories
- Plug-in Flag system
- Plug-in Event system
- Silver and gold foil covered labels (engraving)
- Perforated name labels on A4 sheets with printing template for names

Surfaces
Unisto Translex M is highly regarded for its scratch resistant, durable high gloss transparent surface as well as its ease of use in a wide variety of business sectors where a crisp, clean image is important.

Packaging and despatch
Our name badge are blister packed in cartons, each layer is foam lined for scratch protection during transit.

Quantity per layer: 20 pieces.

Fastening systems
- 1. Brooch pin + metal clips
- 2. Metal plate + metal clips + magnetic bridge
- 3. Safety pin + metal clips
- 4. Flag + metal plate + metal clips + magnetic bridge (4 slots)
- 5. Flag + brooch pin + metal clips (3 slots)